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Insurance
Reinhart's team of Insurance attorneys has extensive experience representing both insurers and insureds in the
industry. That deep perspective allows us to understand both sides of a matter, giving us the insight necessary to
best represent our clients. Our established track record of representations further enables us to provide cost
efficiencies and share practical business perspectives with industry leaders.

Our Insurance attorneys have served insurers in a variety of capacities, including as inside officers, directors and
legal counsel. For insurers and related members of the insurance industry, Reinhart lawyers provide
comprehensive multidisciplinary legal services. We have both the comprehensive knowledge of the legal
requirements that impact insurance industry organizations and the extensive practical experience needed to
provide clients with a solution-oriented approach.
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For insureds, we help our clients understand their insurance coverage, help them identify any need for additional
coverage and help them recover from insurers in the event of a loss. Some individuals and business entities
purchase insurance without fully understanding what they have purchased and don't use the benefits when
facing a loss or a lawsuit.

Our attorneys help clients comprehend the coverage they purchased, understand the interplay of exclusions and
endorsements, and properly notify insurance companies when faced with a loss. We work with our clients and
insurance companies to ensure that appropriate defense counsel is retained if needed. If necessary to secure the
coverage purchased, we pursue legal claims against insurance companies on behalf of our clients.


